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Word Lists for 
Phase 3   

 

ai ee igh oa 
rain bee sigh boat 
tail see high coat 
laid cheek right goat 
paid sheet fight road 
bait beet might load 
pail seem tight foam 
chain sheep sight moan 
aim tree night soap 
main peel light soak 
paid sleep bright loaf 
sail keen delight oak 
pane seen bight toad 
mail weep knight loan 
hail feet moonlight cloak 
maid meet sunlight moat 
wait deep blight oaf 
fail keep mighty groan 
brain speed flight float 
grain steep plight toast 
stain queen delight boast 
again wheel twilight coast 
snail street coach 
train cheer foal 
afraid creek bloat 
grain green broach 
painting free coating 
faint peer hoax 
brain steel croaking 
trail between roads 
waist  

 
Words in the 
shaded area 
are a little 
more difficult 

boatman 
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oo oo ar or 
too cook car or 
zoo foot bar for 
loop book jar born 
hoof good tar fork 
boot wood dark sort 
noon hook farm cord 
zoom wool park torn 
root took bark cork 
food hood hard fort 
loot look card worn 
moon nook cart corn 
fool oops tart port 
boom rook darn horn 
mood soot part pork 
room brook chart lord 
soon crook harp forty 
roost shook scar north 
spoon harm short 
scoot dart sworn 
shoot lard organ 
scoop mark 
snoop start 
croon scarf 
sloop star 
proof smart 
swoop snarl 
swoon market 
doom spark 
taboo lava 
rooftop 

 
Words in the 
shaded area 
are a little 
more difficult 

farmyard 
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ur ow oi ear 
fur cow oil ear 
urn now soil fear 
burn owl boil hear 
curd how coil dear 
burp bow coin gear 
turn pow! join near 
curl row foil tear 
surf vow void sear 
hurt wow toil year 
curb sow point rear 
hurl town hoist shear 
blur down spoil spear 
lurk fowl groin clear 
turf frown quoit smear 
slurp brow spoilt earwig 
churn brown joist beard 
burnt clown broil 
spurt crown poison 
burst towel joint 
turnip scowl tinfoil 

crowd doily 
growl spoiling 

 

  
 

 
Words in the 
shaded area 
are a little 
more difficult 
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air ure er 
air lure her 
fair cure herb 
hair pure fern 
pair sure stern 
lair insure perm 
chair mature jerk 
fairy manure verb 
fairest secure pert 
dairy mixture herd 
flair vulture nerd 
unfair culture winter 
stair capture banner 
airgun purest better 
airman conjure supper 
airship fracture letter 
hairbrush rapture boxer 
repair closure doctor 

adventure rocker 
posture hammer 
fixture leader 
denture summer 

 
 
 
 
Words in the 
shaded area 
are a little 
more difficult 

torture 
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